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Hell� fro� th� Presiden�
Ngā mihi nui ki a koutou kaikanikani mā,

December already. No wonder it seems like an
age since our fabulous weekend together at
Ōhope. That was so much fun: thanks for
bringing your positivity and good cheer to what
was really a wonderful time of togetherness
through dance. And a special thank you to all those tutors who contributed so
generously. I hope you enjoy re-living it all over again with the articles in this edition of
Folkdancers’ Own. The dance resources from the camp are on the website in the
members’ section. Your password to get in is ‘Farandol2021’.

Folk dance is a lot of things for me, but right up there is the source of fun it brings to my
life. If I had to pick a highlight from the weekend, it would be the sense of comfort I felt
in having fun together. And it turns out, the sense of comfort and fun followed us home:
Ōhope brought with it a new level of connection for the Tūranga contingent there,
making the ‘Cosy Folk’ who dance weekly in Gisborne even cosier. Witness the regular
spontaneous bursting into song while we dance – without knowing the words!

To dance or not to dance in these Covid times. Commiserations to those of you in
Auckland and Waikato, whose regular dance opportunities have been suspended for
much of 2021. During Level 2, groups around the motu took different approaches to the
restrictions. We kept dancing in Gisborne – the group is a small one and we all know
each other. I proceeded on the basis that dancing is not unlike a team sport, but in the
end of course the decision to continue was reached by consensus. The monthly
community dances, on the other hand, have been out of action since the first lockdown
in 2020 – I seem to have found motivation difficult even in the window where it was
possible. Traffic lights and the division of the world into vaxed and non-vaxed has added
a sharp edge to the debate. The issue was discussed at our last FDNZ committee
meeting, where consensus was reached that the kindest way forward is to take a
risk-based approach, minimising risk by dancing outdoors, for example, and leaving
those close couple dances for another time. I suspect tough times are ahead which will
not make these decisions easier, but I prefer our team of five million over a pass-based
approach.

Its not only Covid that reminds us not to take the things we love for granted. Within
weeks of Camp Ōhope we received the sad news of FDNZ member Andy Smith’s
unexpected death. Those of you at our 25th Birthday Bash will remember Andy’s Morris
Dance contribution, accompanied by his melodeon playing. There is a wonderful photo
of Andy in action in this edition.
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The FDNZ committee continues to work towards enhancing our website and improving
our systems. One recent decision is to bring an end to ‘couple’ membership in 2022.
The practice of granting ‘couple membership’ seems to have crept in when our
newsletter was primarily posted, on the understanding that only one of any couple
receives any membership discount on FDNZ events, and only one of them can exercise
a vote. In view of the limited advantage of such membership, together with the modest
annual membership fee, the committee has decided to rescind the option altogether for
the upcoming year. The next thing to think about will be the rules and benefits of group
membership viz a viz individual membership. Let us know what you think.

Happy summer everyone. Ngā mihi o te wā Kirihimete ki a koutou katoa.

Noho ora mai,
Jane

Fol� Danc� NZ Camp Ohop� Weeken� -
How di� i� g�?

Queen's Birthday Weekend 2021 (7 - 9 June) Folk Dance NZ held a weekend of dance at
Ohope Beach, in the Bay of Plenty. We hired the Christian Camp in the centre of town
which provided a dance hall with a wooden floor, a large well-equipped kitchen,
accommodation in small bunk rooms, as well as space for motor homes. Across the
road from the lovely Ohope Beach the camp was within walking distance of local
restaurants and other private accommodations.
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We asked participants how it went for them and if their expectations were met. Many
people were new to a FDNZ workshop weekend. We heard that it was a bit of an
unknown really but based on the FDNZ 25th party celebrations last year some expected
an enjoyable weekend of shared joy in dance. We advertised a wide variety of tutors, so

people felt there were
plenty to pick from. Alec felt
that expectations were
exceeded as participants
were exposed to a variety of
dance styles that developed
people's abilities, had great
music, and from familiar
tutors. He notes that the
tutors "all made an effort to
teach something different
from their genre's "usual"

repertoire and add to the knowledge". The
opportunity to share a weekend with like-minded
company was appealing. Betsy from Gisborne
said "my expectations were more than met. I really
enjoyed the "singing" teaching, the variation of
dances and the camp facility and location".

There were many enjoyable
aspects: Karen shared her
thoughts..."The sense of
community and fellowship. It’s
really lovely to share space
with a group of friendly people
who all just want to have a
good time sharing the dances
they love and who are open
and willing to learn from each

other.  I also really enjoyed the Saturday evening dance, sorry I missed the others"

Gaby provided some great positive feedback - ”The Ohope weekend was so enjoyable!
Thank you Jane and FDNZ for masterminding such an excellent event. I loved the variety,
quality and pace of all the sessions; the relaxed informality of the tutors; the evening
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social dancing; mingling with old friends, and meeting a rich-mix of new people; the
location, and camp facilities; the good fun of my cabin mates, and the sound of the surf
and wind at night as we slept with the door open to the night. It was a great occasion.
Can we do it all again?

Alec felt his dancing skills had
been both challenged and
improved by the weekend
through a variety of great
patterns and great music and
related technique; but not too
much complicated footwork. He
enjoyed learning Balfolk and
alternative waltz technique from
Michael and Joanna; and
appreciated the subtlety of style
demonstrated by Murray in his
classes. He also had fun
practicing his French and
Portuguese language skills with
native speakers.

Above: Murray’s class

Pascale contributed her experiences of the weekend: It
must be 3 years since I dared push the door to the hall
where Jane used to hold monthly social folk dances in
Gisborne. From being hopeless at learning ANY type of
choreography Jane’s teaching fostered in me some
learning of steps, movement and rhythms. However a
class a month, even a class a week, is never enough and
Ohope being close to Gisborne seemed like the perfect
opportunity to deepen this learning. Also several local
dancers expressed their desire to join, adding to the fun,
and from the day I booked my bed and place at the
gathering I was looking forward to sharing time with
them. These were my main drives to register to Camp
Ohope.

Not only were my expectations met, but I discovered a great variety of dances with the
added bonus of a variety of excellent teachers and teaching methods! Accommodation
was good (clean and quiet, not full). Everyone was willing to learn and have fun. Being
able to go for a walk on the beach was awesome.
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The pace was quite full on, hardly any time to walk the beach ha-ha! But in hindsight, I
loved it. Loved the energy we stayed in the whole weekend, even though a few people
arrived late and a few others left early. The takeaway from just a weekend workshop was
great value and long lasting. I also enjoyed meeting a variety of people, nationals and
foreigners, some with extensive dance experience and newbies".

Certainly one of the objectives for FDNZ in hosting such camps is to extend the social
network for folk dancers, but we also aim to provide a fun 'springboard' to build the
capability and capacity of folk dancers, folk dance teachers and folk dance groups in
NZ. So we also asked participants how they intended to use their new information and
skills in the future - COVID notwithstanding.

Pascale said "Well, I plan to carry on dancing, once a week as much as possible (thanks
Jane for providing opportunities!). My angle of interest isn’t folk dance history, whether
European or else, it’s dance in general. I enjoy how it brings together all sorts of people,
whether they have knowledge of dance history or not. I would definitely attend other
dance weekends with FDNZ!" Karen was inspired to try some new things but

acknowledged that it was a bit difficult to put
into practice with other life pressures. She had
tucked away new thoughts for when things
change. Others were keen to get back to their
usual classes with their dance skills a little
more extended.

From the feedback at the weekend (see 2021
E-news #2), and that sent as a follow up to the
weekend, the camp seemed to go very well.
There were a few challenges for the

committee such as wondering if
enough people would register, and if
we had priced the event sufficiently
to cover costs. We had around 40
registrants and we did just manage
to cover costs - with a lot of
volunteer support from the
participants. Not all people stayed
on site but those who did seemed to
enjoy the camaraderie. All but one

Enjoying a chat at the pot luck dinner
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person came from outside the Ohope Beach area. It was a lovely setting we were
perhaps a little too busy to enjoy our surrounds. The Saturday night potluck dinner was
enjoyed by all and Ben and Ingrid brought the beach to us with some shoreline table
decorations.

We're interested in your thoughts about future residential camps - perhaps you have
some ideas? We need a venue that......

1. Is reasonably accessible in terms of location – we have members across NZ –
and preferably has public transport links

2. Has a hall suitable for dancing on site or within easy walking distance

3. Is attractive as a holiday destination – so that people can make a mini-break of
the event

4. Is clean and relatively modern  - however we don’t need  ‘flash’

5. Provides a variety of residential options to cater for all budgets – separate rooms
/ units; shared rooms; onsite camping / power access;

6. Enables self-catering to accommodate various dietary preferences.

7. Is economical to hire.

Residential camps don't suit everyone but they do make for a fun weekend of dance.
Thank you to those who contributed to this review article.

Uncaptioned photos with this article are of party dancing.
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Ohop� Happines�
A winter escape? Sure - count me in!

We packed the car with costumes colourful, Drove

past Taupo Lake, through Kaingaroa forest, Over

hydro dam to Whakatane relatives.

Ohope’s Camp hall had high roof beams,

Festooned with wedding flags, getting

another airing, And bright new banners

evoking warmer climes, of the Middle

East or Mediterranean.

We signed our names on colourful cards,

Greeted old friends with hugs and smiles,

Donned dancing shoes and gathered scarves,

To learn new dances from Catherine Corcoran.

The Youngest participant swathed close to her Dad,

So Moana’s Mum could teach us her circle dance,

Four-year-old sister Maia joined the happy throng,  Dancing

around and around, as we partied on.

Meals were shared and wine was quaffed,

Beach café Mexican and historical recipes,

Meatballs like tiny hedgehogs and sweet fruit

tart treats.
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Murray taught us Greek styles, with all their subtlety.

To honour Kate Goodwin, we learned her choreography.

Bal Folk had partnered patterns of French bourrees to share,

With Micheal adding a Mazuka rhythm to see how we’d fare.

Ladies labelled “passengers” were led by Gentlemen who were

“pilots” to guide us through each sequence, old or new. I

learned something suitable to bring back home and share with

our local group, joys found whilst energised there.

Karen had us do “a single” or “a double”,

Siding and two-hand turning or dipping and diving.

So much fun - as the wine kicked in,

Laughing at mistakes but carry on ‘til high-fiving!

Musicians played tunes for us, and the bagpiper blew,

As Fiona directed a Grand March all around the room.

Singers learnt a song or two and dancers joined the Croatian hit.

Jane had us wanting more; but knowing we’re no longer quite so fit!

Our old knees did ache and our shoulders did complain,

But we found new homes for our pre-loved costumes to go.

From the A.G.M., the younger set then did learn,

What future FDNZ needs are so events like this can return.

Elaine Prakash
9 June 2021.
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A Tutor'� Visio�
FDNZ invited tutors with expertise in a diverse range of styles to contribute to our
weekend programme. In general the Committee was not prescriptive apart from
providing general advice about the number of registrations and session lengths. We
were aiming for an enjoyable and interactive weekend where participants had fun and
met new and old friends. We also asked each tutor to prepare a few party dances for
the Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings. It was so good to have such a wide variety.
We loved all the sessions that were offered by our tutors. It takes time to plan a
workshop so we thought we'd find out how different tutors went about the process. We
asked three questions

1. How did you come to choose the dance selection for your session?
2. What did you hope participants would take away from your session?
3. What opportunities do you think there are for your style of folk/traditional/social

dance in New Zealand?

We first met Catherine Corcoran, who hails from Whitianga, at the FDNZ 25th
Anniversary Celebrations in Hamilton. We all had a lot of fun with her dance selection at
Camp Ohope. Catherine replied: "I wanted to introduce some Middle Eastern, Arabic,
Muslim and North African dances which I know and love. I started in reasonably familiar
territory (Bulgarian but Muslim) and progressed to Kurdish, Assyrian, Arabic, Tunisian and
Touareg dances. Connection is always there with these dances and in these times it is a
treat to be in a connected circle or line. My dance teacher friends in the UK commented
on the photos - "You're holding hands! Sigh" as they weren't able to then. From my
choice of dances I hope people gained some insight into the cultures and a taste of some
different rhythms and movements that folk dancers may not have experienced as much"
We certainly enjoyed the selection Catherine and loved that we could use the
handholds appropriate to the dance rather than stay socially distanced. Catherine
highlighted that there is a Dabke course planned in Auckland (restrictions permitting)
later this year. Sadly we think this probably didn't go ahead due to the Alert Levels - but
good to look out for in the future. Some belly dance teachers cover folk dances from
these areas, and she noted schools and wonderful folk dance gatherings were good
places to catch these styles of dances.

Karen Vernon - co-tutor (with Beth Harris) of the English Country Dance Group and
Early Dance Group in Auckland, is well known from her Auckland Folk Festival dance
workshops, and introduced the lovely English early dance 'Nonesuch' at the 25th
Anniversary celebrations. Karen replied that "Western European Early dance covers
such a range and I wanted to give dancers a glimpse of the variety within the “English”
Repertoire. I also wanted dances that were neither too easy nor too difficult. I chose
Picking of Sticks because it is one of my all-time favourite Playford dances and
demonstrates a fast complex set dance, in traditional Playford format, which is huge fun
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once you get it. I chose Lebens Dinsinens as it is a much earlier dance and gives a
contrast being a partner dance. Pepper’s Black, I chose as it presented a different format
of circle dance and would be interesting to see how it would go with a larger group. For
the evening dances I chose Branle d’Official, Lowe’s Gallopade and Winds on the Tor as I
thought they would make fun party dances."

She hoped that dancers would take away the idea that a lot of many early dances are
not so different from modern dances and are still great fun to dance in an informal
setting, without being a part of costumed performance (though that can be fun too).

On the more thorny question of what opportunities might be for this style of
folk/traditional/social dance in New Zealand, Karen was less confident - "I think this is a
really difficult question to answer. We don’t know what results we may (or may not) get if
we worked harder at promotion and were able to hold more classes, perhaps at different
levels and times. Looking out globally, interest does seem to be limited to a small but
passionate section of the population. We have a big reliance on recorded music in our
group. It would be interesting to try something like Zesty Playford but that would require
greater access to live music." Recently Karen shared information about playlists of
English Country Dancing music curated specifically at walking tempo in neat, beautifully
orchestrated 30 minute packages. This may spur us on to enjoy the actual dances that
accompany the music.

Fiona Murdoch offered a singing workshop by way of programme variety. Many dances
use vocal music as accompaniment and so she thought it was an important (and fun)
component of a dance weekend. In one hour it is only possible to provide a 'taste' of
singing for dance. She replied " Not everyone enjoys singing but I chose two songs that
showcased the lovely harmonies of popular Balkan dances - Svi Dilberi and Oj Poved
Kolo from Croatia. Singing in another language adds to the challenge so I was mindful we
needed to have the words in phonetic form as well - sticking to only one verse to reduce
complexity. Both of these dances were in three-part close harmony and the lower voice
was essentially a drone part - not easy to sustain but removed the need to lean a complex
melody. Our third song was a Round in English - 'Round and round we go". I was excited
to introduce the Round because I had partnered it with a simple choreography, meaning
not only were we singing in Rounds but also dancing in Rounds. Having a larger number
of dancers available at a workshop made such things possible." Fiona said she hoped
dancers enjoyed themselves and would think more broadly about folk dance and realise
how important vocal traditions are as an accompaniment. There are many singing
groups in New Zealand, but finding one where members are happy to sing in other
languages - a cappella or otherwise - is a bit of a challenge. However Fiona said she
was aware of at least 10 community choirs in New Zealand that had a diverse repertoire,
including songs suitable for folk dancing. Most conductors are willing to consider
alternatives if you do the leg work for them. She also commented that recent on-line
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folk dance 'camps' included singing sessions (with everyone muted!) that were fun ways
to learn new material.

Gaby Johnston and Diane Madgwick introduced a workshop showcasing a compilation
of Kate Goodwin's choreographies arranged for the Athena Greek Dance Group in
Tauranga. The idea was to share the way in which Kate had compiled four traditional
Greek dances into a choreography for public performance, capturing the essence of the
tradition while providing enough variety for non-Greek onlookers. The dances were
part of an established choreography devised by
Kate and it had been performed a number of
times for events such as Crete Remembrance
Day. Gaby emailed that she and Diane had
hoped that participants would, by learning the
dances and then dancing the choreography, gain
an appreciation of the skill involved in producing
a seamless performance with four distinct
traditional dances. She reflected on the session
and noted that in the time allotted it was an
ambitious goal so four "Athena" dancers came
along to support the workshop. Not a topic for a
one-sentence summary but choreographing
performance takes time, patience and skill.
Multiple variables need to be considered and
Gaby and Diane were able to give us some
insight as to how Kate Goodwin shared her Greek
heritage through choreography.

Dianne leads the class in one of
Athena’s dances at Camp Ohope

Teaching a workshop at a folk dance weekend
offers many advantages for the teachers - a higher
number of class participants who are keen and
enthusiastic, an opportunity to try something new,
or more complex. Participants welcome and enjoy
what tutors bring to the class, so it's been
interesting hearing from some of the tutors about
their choices. Thank you to those tutors who shared
their insights.

Party dancing at Camp Ohope
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Ohop� Camp Repertoir�

...plus many more dances contributed by the leaders during the party nights.
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Fol� Danc� New Zealan�
Kat� Goodwi� Memoria� Danc� Session�

Left: Kate in Albanian costume, photo by Neil Goodwin,
2009.

Many members will remember Kate Goodwin and her
many roles in leadership, creativity, and organisation on
behalf of Folk Dance New Zealand. Kate, a passionate
and proud Greek, passed away in 2010 and was best
known as the inspiring leader for the Athena Greek
Dance Group in Tauranga. Various articles about Kate
and her dance activity have been published in previous
newsletters [Refs: "Folkdancers' Own" - 2004 9(2):19;
2006 11(2):6; 2007 12(2):7-10; 2008 13(1):9, 13(2)10;
2009 14(2):9;  2010 15(1):10, 15(2):3-6)].

After her death, the FDNZ was honoured to receive a bequest from Kate's family to
contribute to her memory as a dance collector, historian, choreographer and teacher for
the future benefit of FDNZ members and Greek Dance in New Zealand. Kate left a large
legacy of dance music, videos/DVDs, costumes, annotated notations and dance
instructions alongside her own collection of choreographies - including the popular
'Vraho, Vraho' and 'Hefestion'. In 2007 Kate put NZ dancers on the international Greek
Dance stage with her inspired Greek neo-classical 'Maenads' choreography performed
on the Dora Stratou Stage in Athens as part of the Anapali  festival in July 2007.

For some time the FDNZ
Committee grappled
with the logistics of how
best to achieve the
archiving and retention
of Kate's legacy, whilst
recognising that the
Athena Dance Group is
still active and requiring
ongoing access to
Kate's material.

Above: Maenads' performance, Dora Stratou Theatre,
Athens, July 2007, photo by Elizabeth Madgwick.

These discussions are recorded in various FDNZ AGM, General and Committee meeting
minutes should you wish to explore the protracted process on the FDNZ members
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pages. As FDNZ is a virtual network without a physical base, various options were
explored including digital storage and detailed archiving processes of the extant
collection.

To enable closure on the prolonged discussions, the FDNZ Committee agreed to move
away from the challenges of archiving and digital options. With Athena's guidance
(facilitated by Gaby Johnston), the committee decided to make the Goodwin family
bequest available to support the presentation of Greek Dance as part of FDNZ events
until the bequest is expended. In 2021 we were very pleased to invite Murray Birch
(below) as the first guest presenter at Camp Ohope.

Murray’s interest in Greek dance started
on a trip to Greece many years ago,
when an elderly boatman showed him
how to dance Hassapiko on a tiny islet
near Poros. Since then Murray has
visited the Balkan countries, particularly
Greece, many times. Most recently (in
2018 and 2019) he travelled for more
than 8 months in the Balkans and
Southern Europe and Morocco,
attending many hours of workshops and
enjoying many more of festivities and

dancing with the locals. Murray continues to dance regularly in Auckland and enjoys
sharing his passion for Balkan dances with like-minded people.

At Camp Ohope Murray ably led the inaugural Kate Goodwin memorial Greek dance
session and encouraged us to "celebrate and dance like a Greek" as he presented
popular styles of dance learned in his travels across Greece, alongside the traditions
and context. He shared the following dances Pogonissios, Epirus; Zonoradikos, Northern
Thrace; Rhoditikos / Rhodes; Raiko / Macedonia; Macedonian Syrtos / Macedonia; Tik /
Pontos; E Trata / Greek Islands; Symi Sousta / Island of Symi; and Cretan Syrtos / Crete.
We also enjoyed a short PowerPoint presentation of the places and dance festivals
related to the dances.

Also at Camp Ohope, the Athena Greek Dance Group from Tauranga led an interesting
session on one of Kate's choreographies using four traditional Greek dances to
showcase how traditional dance can be presented for non-Greek audiences.

The Kate Goodwin Bequest will allow FDNZ to showcase Greek Dance at future FDNZ
events (as relevant) and we look forward to hearing from dancers and groups with an
interest in sharing their Greek Dance repertoire and choreographies.

FDNZ Committee
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Spiri� Level� - Keepin� Spirit� Up Betwee� Level�
The invitation on 16 August was irresistible: to be part of a performance team presenting
Regency Dances for the Cherry Blossom Festival in Matangi, Hamilton, to be held in late
September/early October. As it turned out the project was ‘bookended’ by Covid-19! The
following day Tuesday 17th a nation-wide Level 4 lockdown was announced, lowering to
Level 2 in Hamilton by 8 September.

It was always the plan of our optimistic director Fiona, that we would use the video links
and notes she had provided to prepare for a rehearsal on 23 September. However, with
some anxiety developing in the team – for some of us more than others - she responded to
the call for more rehearsals!

Our usual hall wasn’t available owing to Delta Level 2 restrictions, but our friend Rob came
to the rescue. We held two rehearsals in his fine garage, where we’d danced many times
with him and his late wife Rosie, and our confidence mounted.

Dance Folkus members at the Matangi Cherry Blossom Festival 2021 (photo by Jovi
Abellanosa)

A week later a family bereavement in the team led to a regrouping and two more
rehearsals. Eventually though we were ready to don our Regency robes to dance in the
beautiful gardens of the manor house in Matangi. On the programme: Mr Beveridge’s
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Maggot, Hole in the Wall, The Comical Fellow, Gathering Peascods and The Duke of Kent’s
Waltz.

The dances were well received by other festival performers and by the audience,
undoubtedly smaller than usual in these Covid times. Fortunately, the second and last
Sunday of the beautiful Cherry Blossom Festival proved to be the day before the return to
Level 3 Lockdown in Hamilton!

There were challenges in its preparation but pleasure in our Blossfest performance. Now
let’s hope it won’t be too long before we can experience the regular ‘high’ of our weekly
Dance Folkus class!

Janice Smith - Hamilton

Boo� Review: Christma� Caro� Danc� Boo� -
Sin� whil� yo� danc�

With Christmas coming I was keen to explore this 100 page 2020 publication so I
downloaded it as an E-Book (for A$26). The word 'carol' once implied dance as much as
song and to bring the two back together, dance historian Dr John Gardiner-Garden of
Earthly Delights (Canberra, Australia) has devised 71 social dances in dozens of different
formations to fit well-loved Christmas carols from the last 7 centuries.

The dances all work exceedingly well, are lots of fun, and, in their style and figures,
echo the various carols' historical origins and lyrical storyline. The book contains
easy-to-follow instructions to all the dances, full carol lyrics, chorded musical notation,
historical notes and wonderful illustrations. I have a plan to team up with a local
community choir to provide some vocal accompaniment for these very accessible Carol
dances should COVID allow. You can find out more at:

http://www.earthlydelights.com.au/books-cds/Christmas-Carol-Dance-Book

Fiona Murdoch

Wha� I’v� bee� watchin�:
Me�'� dance� of Macedoni� an� Albani�

For sheer drama it is hard to beat the dance known in Macedonian as Teškoto ('the
heavy' or 'difficult' dance). Men demonstrate their strength and physical control with
movements that include rising up onto their toes, deep bending of the knees, and
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sudden turns, with poses held for long periods. For extra drama the lead dancer will
dance on top of the drum. The music is provided by a big drum (tapan) - or even two -
and two zurli. The zurla, a double-reed instrument with a conical bore very popular in
this region, produces a loud and distinctive sound best appreciated outdoors. It is
typical of this dance that the music speeds up towards the end. Here are some
examples you can find on YouTube.

1. Tanec ensemble, the state ensemble of North Macedonia:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Arj_l9gcJ8s

2. Ansambl Makedonija. Virtuoso tapan playing by the two drummers at the end.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mqbAo_uAYU

3. Historic footage of a rather shorter version:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ragk954brjc

Search for the names Valle burrash ('men's dance' ) and Valle dyshe or Valle dyshe
burrash ('double dance', 'men's double dance') for demonstrations of Albanian men's
dancing prowess.

1. A performance at a low-key local festival:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1zFSqTuXWg

2. A succession of pairs of men performing at the festival at Gjirokaster in
southern Albania. They are from Debar, in the extreme west of North Macedonia,
a city with a majority Albanian population.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_7eQvJE7fI

3. Dancing is alive and well at Albanian weddings: these men dance with
panache. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wV9PkuHGdfA

Katy Sinton, Christchurch
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And� Smit�, H� Poroporoak�
1954-2021

I scarcely feel qualified to write about Andy – I was not
part of his vast array of friends, and our company was
mostly limited to the dance floor. But I was as shocked
as any at his death and I am deeply sad that he’s no
longer around. Andy was a good guy. His ready smile,
his easy manner made you happy just to be around
him.

Others have written of his big heart, his warm
friendship, his practical support for those in need. His
friends enjoyed his sense of mischief and fun, his
penchant for donning strange garb, his tireless
committee work to get things done. His love of

dancing. A stalwart of the City of Auckland Morris Dancers for three decades, Andy
travelled tirelessly between Morris events, nationwide as well as internationally. In later
years, when an ankle injury curtailed his ability to dance, he took up the melodeon.
Friend and fellow Morris colleague Errol Dawson writes that Andy never seemed
happier than coming together with fellow dancers and musicians to celebrate
time-honoured customs and traditions in good fellowship, merriment and fun.

Andy was also a vital member of the Auckland Folk Festival Committee, in charge of the
dance program. Under his coordination, folk dance at the festival has become an
integral part of it: Andy was particularly supportive of migrant communities in Auckland
showcasing their traditional dance in feature performance slots. He will be greatly
missed in this role.

Andy was a member of Folk Dance New Zealand for 20 years. He was among the first
to answer my call-out for home-grown tutors at our 25th Birthday Bash in October last
year – where the photo was taken – his contribution delivered with his characteristic
sense of fun and camaraderie, and enjoyed by all. He was also a member of the
Ruritanian International Folk Dance Club in Auckland for many years, faithfully
attending AGMs and events – and talent-scouting for the Folk Festival at the annual
Winter WarmUps.

Many people have since commented that Andy was ‘Larger than Life’. I would add that
he was also ‘Young at Heart’. Looking at his photo still makes me smile. I will miss him at
the festival next January.

Haere atu ra, e Andy, haere kia whetūrangitia te korowai o Ranginui.

Article by Jane Luiten, with thanks to contributors Errol Dawson, Rae Storey and Fiona
Murdoch.
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Archiva� Article� Onlin�
The FDNZ website has a number of articles about our people and our history, provided
by Elaine. Click on the links below to take you to them, or go to
files.folkdance.nz/about/archive.html for more.

FDNZ Historical Timeline - listing of events and happenings year-by-year.

Happy 20th Birthday FDNZ! - timeline up until 2015 in an easy-to-read format.

FDNZ Roll of Honour - remembering those who’ve danced ahead.

FDNZ Newsletter Index to Contents - updated to include 2019.

Editor’s note: these links may give an alert in some browsers. You might need to click
advanced and tell it to go to the site. We’re looking at that.

Societ� of Fol� Danc� Historian� (SFDH)
The Society of Folk Dance Historians (SFDH) is on the web at sfdh.us. Sections include
About, Encyclopedia, Periodicals, and Members. Also, there are Can You Help?, Ron's
Section, and Videos.

If you'd like to see what documents are held, click on SFDH Document Holdings from
the main page. Also, from the main page, you can get a copy of the 2020 Group
Directory of Folk Dance, Song Groups, and Ensembles.

Want to know what dances have been published in the Folk Dance Problem Solver to
date? Go to the Encyclopedia, click on Folk Dance and scroll down to Problem Solver
Alphabetical Index or Problem Solver Regional Index.

The SFDH has added many files to its Encyclopedia. They are divided into several
categories, including Camps Active, Camps Closed, Cultures, Dances, Folk Dance,
Geography, Music, Organizations, People, Publications, Recordings, Songs, and
Miscellaneous. There are over 1,400 articles on the SFDH website.

The SFDH is seeking an Executive Director who will
a) increase public access to the Society archives and library, and
b) direct research about the history and practice of recreational folk dancing.
Please send a cover letter and vita to SFDHist@gmail.com.

Internationa� event�
Tineke & Maurits van Geel have been recommended by members:

Dance tours: www.tinekevangeel.nl
Also culture tours: www.armeniaholiday.com
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Mail: vangeel@xs4all.nl, tel.  +31-521-380382

See advertisement on page 19.

Rather than FDNZ compiling and printing yet another list of international events, the
following better options are suggested…

● For the latest Footnotes magazine, find it on
the FDA website, folkdanceaustralia.org.au

● Make sure your e-mail address is with the
FDNZ membership secretary (see page ) to
receive recommendations and reviews from
other members

● Join the CID distribution list at
cid-unesco.org.

For event� i� Australi�: see the FDA website:
folkdanceaustralia.org.au

Librar�
The Society of Folk Dance
Historians publication Problem
Solver is a cumulative study of
various dances in the
international folk dance
repertoire, published one
collection (of about 17 items)
per year. It gives not only
notations but detailed history
of the dances and versions of
them, noting the recorded
music used. Each year's
edition includes a cumulative
index, and sometimes a good
essay on a folk dance topic.
FDNZ has about 20 years of
back issues, held by Rae

Storey - available to FDNZ members for loan or photocopies of items. The current year's edition
is circulated by post to those members who have put their names on a Round Robin list to
receive it. Website: https://sfdh.us/

Elaine Prakash receives the NFO News quarterly in electronic format – see archivist contact
details if you’d like her to forward details. Note that Folk Dance Australia’s Footnotes magazine
is available on-line via their website, and no longer is circulated in hard copy.
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